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Among us free play online on chromebook

With Victoria Bailey If you like to play online games, there are dozens of places to choose from. But some of the most popular feature competition between guests and contains chat areas where you converse with other players. Winning players are rewarded with points for prizes or simply bragging rights in ongoing
competitions. Games vary from spot on site, including classics like Backgammon and Chess to newer games such as Trivial Pursuit and Word Whomp. Pogo.com one of the most popular online gaming sites and features dozens of games in six different areas. You are given points for free sign-up, and playing and
winning games will give you points as well. Turn your points into entries in contests, or use them to give your game avatar outfits, experiences and accessories. Some of the more popular games poppit, Bingo Luau, Scrabble, Sudoku, poker and dominoes. Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing is a very detailed long-
term game in which you become the character of a story or environment. Some of the more popular free games include Mafia Boss, in which you join the crime family and make your way up the ranks; Conquer Club, a risk-type casual game; Runescape, a 3D adventure game with quests and monsters, and a selected
space where you can become the ruler of the galaxy. Dozens of free MMORPGs can be found www.free-games.com.au/Free_Online_Multiplayer_Games/. For a slower, more casual gaming experience, ItsYourTurn.com classic games like chess, checkers, backgammon and battleship. Log in to play one game open,
and when your opponent plays the next turn, you'll be sent an email to let you know it's your turn. Play in tournaments or just enjoy the everyday gaming experience and send messages with every turn if you want. The best Chromebook can provide the highest quality computing experience today and in years to come.
They are ideal for students, grandparents and anyone looking for a laptop without problems with long battery life. We've reviewed and rated the absolute best Chromebooks so you can find the best value in any budget. Our buyer's guide will help you find the perfect Chrome OS laptop or tablet if you switch from Windows
or Mac or if you buy your first laptop completely. The 6 best Chromebooks, in short Chromebooks, have very few laptops, especially for students and anyone who is not interested in the more intensive maintenance required for Windows laptops, but the demand for Chromebooks absolutely exploded in 2020. When
lockdowns first began to sweep through the U.S. and Europe, millions of people soon realized that they needed another computer to let their kids distance learn while Mom and Dad were working on their laptops. more people realized that old and aging laptops were too weak to handle the enduring video conferencing in
this work from home era, and so they set out to find laptop to suit their needs. Combine millions of users who need a new laptop ASAP with a lack of components from manufacturing shutdowns in China around the beginning of the year, and you get a massive shortage that the market is still recovering from. The best
models still sell regularly and price gouging is rife among third-party listings of Chromebooks on Amazon and Walmart. Don't worry though, there are still great Chromebooks to be bought without giving resellers the satisfaction of paying over-flated prices. Check back early and often. Retailers renew the second they
receive new inventory, not just Monday morning, so return to this list all your week and go through various retailer links to ensure that you get the Chromebook you want at the price you deserve. Here's our detailed list of the best Chromebooks you can buy, although you may need to check back every few days to catch
them in stock. Source: Ara Wagoner/Android Central Bottom line: With a powerful 10-Gen Intel Core i3 chip, a beautiful 13-inch 1080p touchscreen, a desperate keyboard and a very reasonable price, the Flex 5 is a great Chromebook device for almost everyone. Despite the thin and lightweight design, the Flex 5 has a
360 degree hinge for easy conversion in tent or tablet mode, as well as upward firing stereo speakers, and support for both USI Stylus and Wi-Fi 6 power-users. Display size: 13.3-inch 1080p IPS touchscreen | CPU: Intel Celeron 5205U/ Intel Core i3 | RAM: 4GB | Storage: 32-128GB | Battery life: 10 hours | Ports: 2x
USB-C, 1x USB-, microSD, audio combo jack | Weight: 3 lbs | Colors: Graphite Grey | Other features: Wi-Fi 6, Bluetooth 5.0, 720p camera, 45W charger | Auto Update Expiration: June 2028 Processor Storage RAM Vendor Intel Core i3 64GB 4GB 4GB $410 at Amazon We recommend Intel Core i3 version Flex 5 for its
additional power and long-term value. Compact design USI Stylus compatibility Loud up facing speakers Backlit keyboard Limited configuration options No. 8GB RAM option Best Chromebook can be purchased not always the most powerful or prized. It combines several features in a compact enclosure that will appeal to
almost all Users of your Chromebook, from beginners to experts, students to professionals. If your next laptop is here to work (and play harder), check out our new favorite Chromebook on the market today, the Lenovo Flex 5 Chromebook. This laptop shares a lot of its design and feel with the previous overall pick, the
Lenovo C340-11, and indeed it's barely an inch larger than the 11.6-inch laptop, despite the bright 13.3-inch touchscreen inside. The bezels around the Flex 5 1080p screen are pretty slim – just enough for you to grip when flipping between laptop, tripod, and tablet types. This means that you compact laptop with a large



enough screen Pretty handy split-screening. You also get a backlit keyboard that is comfortable enough to write for 10 hours a day – that's what I use to write this right now – and sitting on the other side of the keyboard are speakers that will get nice and loud (albeit a bit of ink when you start blaring). This version comes
with Intel's latest 10 generation i3 processor – there's also a version with Celeron available, but it's well worth upgrading to the i3 – along with 4GB of RAM and 64GB of storage, which has a lot of power in today's complex business tasks. Like many of the newer Chromebooks on this list, flex 5 comes with two USB 3.1
Type-C ports and one legacy USB-A port, as well as a microSD slot for expandable storage and headphone jack. You get a Wi-Fi 6 faster, more reliable connection and Bluetooth 5.0, so the headset won't leave so often, and the 45W charging brick box for the 52.5Whr battery will be in just 90 minutes. Chrome OS was
also built to work with modest hardware, so flex 5 mid-range hardware is smooth and stable. While we're not thrilled there are no bigger storage and memory sizes – will it kill Lenovo to offer 8GB models?! - There's very little to complain about. 4GB is enough for all the work I've done, even if I had several windows and
Android apps open. When I originally agreed to review flex 5, it didn't seem all that amazing on paper, especially compared to Project Athena Chromebooks, which has come out this year. When I'd spent a few days with it though, Flex 5 had completely won me over. That's more than the amount of its parts – and so more
than its modest price tag would have you believe. Lenovo already knows how to make a large small Chromebook, and with just a few minor upgrades, it makes a Chromebook that'd be able to almost all. Source: Ara Wagoner / Android Central Bottom Line: If your chromebook requires performance and power, you'll want
to check out Project Athena's Chromebook to know it's powerful, fast and secure. This 13.5-inch 2-in-1 transfers the rest of the current Project Athena culture to ports of strength and value, giving you a powerful laptop hundreds less than its competitors. There is even an HDMI port built in for professionals who are
constantly hooking up to external monitors or projector in the conference room. Display size: 13.5-inch 2256x1504px 3:2 touchscreen | CPU: Intel Core i3/i5/i7 | RAM: 8-16GB | Storage: 64-256GB | Battery life: 10 hours | Ports: 1x USB-, 2x USB-C, HDMI, microSD, audio combo jack | Weight: 3 lbs | Colors: Silver | Other
features: Project Athena certified, backlit keyboard, 720p webcam, 45W charger | Auto Update Expiration date: June 2028 Processor Storage RAM Vendor Intel Core i5 128GB 8GB $629 at Best Buy Powerful futureproof specs Bright 3:2 Auto Update Expiration date: Jūnijs 2028 Processor Storage RAM Intel Core i5
128GB 8GB $ 629 best buy powerful futureproof specs Bright 3:2 3:2 For the productivity of HDMI port built-in Speakers is not great limited availability Like Acer Spin 13 before it, Acer Chromebook Spin 713 is one of the most powerful Chromebooks out there that not only goes completely overboard in terms of price.
Project Athena is a program launched by Intel working with manufacturers to produce laptops that will be fast, powerful and reliable. So, as project athena chromebook, there's a expectation of speed and power, spin 713 absolutely delivers further. Even with dozens of tabs open and a couple of Android apps, this
Chromebook keeps chugging together, although the fan can kick in from time to time – yes, the Intel Core i3, i5, or i7 requires a fan to keep it cool when you really get it going. The bottom of the laptop doesn't heat up too much so you can still use it in your lap quite easily, but you'll hear the fan every now and then. Acer
differed Chromebook Spin 713 from the first two Project Athena Chromebooks in two ways. First, you really have more than USB-C ports; The 713 has a USB-A port and hdmi port, which means you instantly don't encode the USB-C hub. Secondly, although there are some more pricey configurations if you want an i7,
the standard i5/8GB/128GB model is a perfectly reasonable price. If you want a game on your Chromebook— outside of Android apps and web games — there's still not much support, but we know Google is working to increase the steam compatibility of Chromebooks using Chrome OS Linux. Since Spin 713 is Project
Athena certified, it will be one of the Chromebooks with the best chance to actually take advantage of it when Google and Steam are the things where they want it. In the meantime, it's still the best bang for your buck on a high-performance Chromebook, and that 3:2 aspect of the screen is something many professionals
swear by on their work machines. This aspect ratio is not so fun to watch movies, but it's great to see more data on your screen at the time in particular, but split-screening, and 2K resolution gives you a more crisp image. If you're someone who loves the 3:2 screen and the meaty, meaty processor to run it, this project
Athena Chromebook is for you. Source: Ara Wagoner/Android Central Bottom line: If you want a tablet that offers the best google services and software without immediately falling behind on software updates, as Android tablets do, the Lenovo Chromebook Duet is the perfect couch companion that can pull double duty as
a light duty laptop while your kids co-choose a family table. Display size: 10.1-inch 400 nits 1920x1200px touchscreen | Cpu: Mediatek Helio P60T | RAM: 4GB | Storage: 64-128GB | Battery life: 10 hours | Ports: 1x USB-C (USB 2.0 + DP) | Weight: 0.94 lb (tablet only) / 2.03 lbs (with cover and keyboard) | Two Shades of
Ice Blue and Iron Grey | Other features: USI Stylus compatibility, Included stand and removable keyboard, 10W charger (maximum charge speed 18W) | Auto Update Expiration: June 2028 Storage RAM Vendor 64GB 4GB $249 at Walmart 128GB 4GB $299 best buy Excellent battery life Kickstand and keyboard
included bright 1080p screen comics and video Too small for some only one USB-C port Lenovo's first debut duet at CES, and it gave us hope that we could see the Chromebook tablet finally done well. The Lenovo Chromebook Duet has a battery that goes on and on and on, especially if you're just doing some reading
and casual games, and the screen is nice and bright for videos and comics. Specs say the battery lasts 10 hours, but I'm averaging 10-12 hours for an average fee. The removable keyboard may feel limited if you use it for hours and hours — if you have bigger hands, you might want to invest in a full-size keyboard so
that your desk uses it for stationary use , but as a attendant or couch, the duo is perfect. The screen is bright, the video is crisp, and the comics look nice. The speakers are a bit on the quiet side, but as a slim 10-inch tablet, I'm fine with a pair of headphones or Bluetooth speakers for their YouTube binges. Since the days
before the orders open, Duet is very, very hard to find in stock, so if it seems like a Chromebook to you, you'll want to check back early and often to see if the inventory has just been restored. It's worth waiting for a Chromebook that's accessible, reliable, and fully accessible outside the box to learn about Google Pixel
slate errors. There's only one port, one USB-C port in the duet, so you'll want to use Bluetooth for the headset and leave the port for free. The lack of a headphone jack is not a huge loss, but some will be excluded from it; I'm more disappointed isn't a USB-C port on both sides so that basically every Chromebook
released in the last two years is. It's worth mentioning that the charger box here is a piddly little 10W USB-Charger – Hey, Lenovo had to cut costs somewhere – so you might want to swap that from the about 18W Power Delivery charger instead. Duet still charges in less than 90 minutes, but I wish it at least had a 30W
charge instead of the same 18W charge that most phones use. Since there is no microSD slot to expand internal storage, do yourself a favor and buy a 128GB version if you plan to download a lot of videos and comics for those holiday trips home to see the family. The duet finally gives us the kind of Google pill we've
wanted for ten years. It comes with a keyboard when you need it, but it works well all the same. Source: Ara Wagoner/Android Central Bottom Line: 11.6-inch Chromebooks still make up section of the Chromebook market, and the best blend of power, transferability, and price found right now is the latest generation Acer
Chromebook Spin 311. It sheds ports in exchange for lighter weights and battery that goes all day, and then some. Display size: 11.6-inch 1366x768px IPS touchscreen | Cpu: Mediatek MT8183C | RAM: 4GB | Storage: 32-64GB | Battery life: 14 hours | Ports: 1x USB-C, 1x USB-, audio combo jack | Weight: 2.65 lbs |
Colors: Pure Silver | Other features: 720p camera, 45W charger | Auto Update Expiration: June 2028 Storage RAM Vendor 32GB 4GB $300 at Target 64GB 4GB 4GB $329 at Walmart We highly recommend buying a 64GB configuration due to lack of microSD slots. Compact design Good build quality Long term support
Limited ports /no microSD slot No. 8GB RAM option Usually when you're shopping for a new laptop, it's easy to get caught up in specs and end up buying the largest, most powerful laptop you can afford. However, it won't always be better on Chromebooks. Big screens and fancy features are good and good, but most of
the time when I leave my apartment to go do some writing in a brighter and fun atmosphere, I bring a lightweight 11.6-inch Chromebook like the Acer Chromebook Spin 311. Acer slimmed down from 311 sides and pared down ports while it was at it, but you still get a USB-C port for 45W Power Delivery charges, as well
as using hubs, adapters, and external monitors, USB-A ports for legacy peripherals such as wired keyboards and old flash drives, and a 3.5mm audio combo jack. You may have noticed that the list does not include a microSD slot, a rarity for a Chromebook in the price range, and yes it's strange that we don't have one.
At least we have a 64GB version if you care about storage. This new model is also slated for nearly eight years for Chrome OS updates, with an AUE date of 2028. It's a lightweight and very portable, easy slide bag as you move from meeting to meeting and quickly wake up when you get where you're going. The bevels
around the screen are large, but they get in a handy way when you turn it into tablet mode, and the keyboard is easy to write for hours. Speaking of hours at a time, Acer says that this Chromebook can last up to 16 hours on its spec page, and with real work usage, I usually get 12-14 hours per charge depending on how
much I crank up the screen brightness. Although light ports, the next-gen 311 still has enough energy and storage for a nice, lightweight package. Source: Ara Wagoner/Android Central Bottom Line: The ASUS Chromebook Flip C434 is essentially a 14-inch Chromebook with a 13-inch shell that offers you a bigger screen
but still has a portable. Among its thin, solid construction, excellent battery life, and the possibilities of increased RAM and storage, the C434 is a Chromebook can do it all. One of the few Chromebooks that offer a backlit keyboard is great for long nights and dim offices. Display size: 14-inch 1080p IPS touchscreen |
CPU: Intel Core m3 /i3/i5 | RAM: 4-16GB | Storage: 64-512GB | Battery life: 10 hours | Ports: 1x USB-, 2x USB-C, microSD, audio combo jack | Weight: 3.30 lbs | Colors: Spangle Silver | Other features: Backlit keyboard, 720p camera, 45W charger | Automatic updates expire: June 2026 We recommend intel core m3 with
8 GB ram because it's the best performance and value balance. Extraordinary aluminum design Good keyboard with backlighting High quality display 8GB models become harder to find Keys is difficult to see under certain lighting conditions ASUS is one of the best known Chromebook manufacturers and has been since
the first day. What sets the company apart from competition is focused on creating premium hardware experiences as compact a shell as possible. With the Chromebook Flip C434, the ASUS crammed, which is essentially a 14-inch Chromebook on a 13-inch casing. ASUS focuses on the basics here, including a really
high quality 1080p LCD touch panel surrounded by slim bezels, along with a still-precision trackpad, backlit keyboard – a rarity at this price point – and a cone aluminum design reminiscent of a MacBook Air. Vira flips 360 degrees, allowing you to set your Chromebook up in traditional, tent and tablet modes – heds it flip to
the name – all in the body under three pounds. The included Intel Core m3-8100y processor isn't the fastest available, but it's more than good enough for everyday use, especially if they're paired with an additional 8 GB of RAM — which you should provide if you plan to perform a lot of multiple tasks during video calls.
There's also a model with an i5 processor and 128GB of storage, but they are so hard to find now that you'd better get a newer C436 instead. For inputs, you will get two USB-C ports and one USB-A port along with a microSD card slot. The laptop advertises eight to 10 hours of battery, and that's about what we usually
got, too. Ports are one of the reasons why I'm still recommended the C434 over the newer ASUS Chromebook Flip C436; The C436 has only USB-C ports and microSD, no USB-A port. Yes, USB-C hubs are abundant, but having at least one USB-A port laptop is very useful, especially for a laptop this large one. The
other reason I recommend the C434 over the C436 is that the C434 has a more consistent battery life – although the C436 battery has improved after the launch bugs were canceled – and the price. As a newer, shinier, more premium version of the C434 with beefier processors, upgraded RAM, and SSD storage over
eMMC storage, the C436 has hundreds more than last year's model, while offering performance that most people will never be able to really take a take from 1999, the C434 is like Audi, but the C436 is like alfa romeo: there's a bonus, and then there's more money than meaning. The 14-inch touchscreen is distinguished
by multitasking, and the backlit keyboard is easy to write late at night. Source: Ara Wagoner/Android Central Bottom Line: Lightweight and Portable, the ASUS Chromebook Flip C214 is one of the most versatile Chromebooks out there. It's got a leak-resistant keyboard and has a Mil-STD 810G certified, which means a
drop of a bag or table won't hurt it, making it perfect for a student of any age. Plus, the included stylus makes school friendly! Display size: 11.6-inch 1366x768px touchscreen | CPU: Intel Celeron N4000 | RAM: 4GB | Memory: 32GB | Battery life: 12 hours | Ports: 2x USB-C, 1x USB-, microSD, Audio Combo jack | Weight:
2.6 lbs | Colors: Black | Other features: 720p camera, 45W charger, optional built-in stylus | Auto Update Expiration: June 2026 Durable, drop resistant build Spill-resistant keyboard Built-in stylus (on some models) 360 degree hinge limited storage options Price gouging problems 11.6 inch ASUS Chromebook Flip C214
folds a perfectly flat tablet with high strength zinc alloy hinge that shouldn't wear out no matter how hard your kid – or you – have on it. With the channel, leaking a durable keyboard, dropping a drink on it should not immediately send you to the repair shop, just to the kitchen fabric. ASUS has several student-friendly
features on the C214, including a fully artire hinge, a built-in stylus for a premium model, and lots of port-plugging accessories. The main draw here, though, is how a portable laptop is: it can fit into the smallest backpacks, making it ideal for kids ranging from bringing a laptop to school. You're also going to get a very
school-friendly battery life of about 12 hours of use, which should get most people through a full day. Even better, ASUS has thought about every use case, adding a rubberied grip to the C214 edges, ensuring that clumsy hands won't drop it, but toting it around the classroom, and anti-scratch coverage should keep it
from looking too scuffed after months and years of constant attention. There is only 4GB of RAM that would be just fine for daily homework and research. I'd try to keep the amount of tab switching, but for video calls to be controlled, but 4GB would be enough for most children's workloads. 8GB would be better, but there's
no chance of it for this generation. Maybe the next version. The second problem facing C214 isn't a product issue, it's a market issue. This year's increase in distance learning and work from home led to a run on educational-grade Chromebooks, so while you can find the C214 quite easily, chances are the price will be
marked up to about $50-$100 with It is their own market and resellers make full use of but I wouldn't go higher than $450 for the non-stylus version or $500 for the stylus version. This version of the C214 improves the 2017 model in all ways: thinner, more powerful, and better optimized. Source: Jeramy Johnson/Android
Central bottom line: While there is a flashier Chromebook out there, if you want a low business laptop that won't make you pay hundreds of Chrome Enterprise upgrades or security features, HP has you covered in an hp Chromebook x360 14c. Just do your service and get Intel Core i3 or i5 models. Display size: 14-inch
1920x1080px IPS touchscreen | CPU: Intel Pentium Gold / Intel Core i3 / Intel Core i5 | RAM: 4-8GB | Storage: 64-128GB | Battery life: 13.5 hours | Ports: 2x USB-C, 1x USB-, microSD slot, audio combo jack | Weight: 3.6 lbs | Colors: Mineral Grey | Other features: Wi-Fi 6, BT 5.0, backlit keyboard, fingerprint sensor, USI
pen support | Auto Update Expiration date: June 2028 We recommend the i3/8GB configuration for the best balance of power and price, as well as with additional RAM extended multi-tasking while in video conferencing. Solid build and performance Large 2-in-1 Chromebook Ample configuration options Security features
such as fingerprint sensor, kill switch Screen could be brighter Heavy One of the segments Chromebooks built in its reputation was the company because the Chromebook is affordable, reliable, and so drop dead easy to deploy and manage. The advantages of deployment are not all that useful to the everyday consumer,
but the durability and ever-increasing amount of energy and longevity that has been approaching the business of Chromebooks – especially over the last two years – is. Take an HP Chromebook x360 14c, for example. It's not the beefiest hp business Chromebook computer, but it offers great power and versatility while
staying affordable for those working from home or byod (to your device) company. Like many Project Athena and Enterprise Chromebooks that arrive in 2020, hp Chromebook x360 14c is a fingerprint sensor for easier login times after you unlocked your Chromebook earlier. You also have a physical kill switch on the side
of the laptop that disables the camera, not just some flimsy plastic slider that can get stuck or slide open in the slightest jostle. HP gives you a choice of processors for x360 14c, but unless you absolutely find it difficult to limit your budget, I recommend skipping Pentium Gold models and instead grabbing i3 or i5 models
so you have a little more power in your multiple window sessions and linux apps you could use. The i3 and i5 models are also the only models that come with 8GB of RAM, which you would absolutely spring if it is designed for a full time working laptop. The 2-in-1 form factor may not seem like it's all that useful laptop this
- And yes, the 14-inch tablet is a bit much - but being able to flip it back into stand mode is wonderful if you have a workstation at work with an additional monitor or mechanical keyboard. The stand mode allows you to get this nice large touchscreen closer to your hands to make it easier to touch while hard working, and
after hours you can kick it back into tripod mode to keep the keyboard far away while watching movies in bed, or playing freecell while waiting for the next meeting to scroll. From premium finishes to hardware and software to focus on privacy, to performance and specs, the x360 14c is great for work (and play). Source:
Daniel Bader/ Android Central Bottom line: Google's own Chromebook, Pixelbook Go, is a traditional hood laptop with one of the best keyboards and trackpads we've ever used. It also has great integration with Google Assistant, and can get new Chrome OS features before other Chromebooks. The magnesium body is
lightweight and strong, and even the entry-level model comes with 8GB of RAM for a lot of tab-inflection. Display size: 13.3-inch 1080p touchscreen/ 13.3-inch 4K touchscreen | CPU: Intel 8. Gen Core m3 / i5 / i7 | RAM: 8-16GB | Storage: 64-256GB | Battery life: 12 hours | Ports: 2x USB-C, audio combo jack | Weight:
2.3-2.4 lbs | Colors: Just Black or Not Pink | Other features: 1080p camera, 45W charger, Titan safety chip | Auto Update Expiration date: June 2026 Lightweight, compact design Incredible keyboard and trackpad Best-in-class battery life Limited port options pricey limited hinge range Although the 3:2 form factor in the
original Pixelbook was definitely for its fans, I'm pleased to punch that Go uses a more reasonable 16:9 aspect ratio that has better split-screening and better in-flight movies. Pixelbook Go can't be unfolded in tablet mode, such as the Pixelbook, and most other Chromebooks on the market, but it also means it doesn't
need huge slanted edges with handles around the screen, allowing it to bulge into a thin print. This laptop, despite a wide 13.3-inch display, only weighs 2.3 pounds. Another great feature of Go is the more functional design, which is still luxurious. Go have rounded edges and wavy ridged bottom, which increases
adhesion and stability. Pixelbook Go also has two colors— not pink and just black and white — soft keys, among the best we've recorded, and a lightweight magnesium body similar to that used by the Microsoft Surface line. If you live having the latest features, Pixelbook Go is for you because, as Google branded the
Chromebook, this glossy baby gets all the new toys before anyone else does, especially if you hop on Beta or Dev channels. You also want to invest in some USB-C hubs, because the Pixelbook Go has only three ports: a USB-C port on both sides of your laptop and a headphone jack. Google charged a premium for this
Pixelbook compared to our other top cuts, Pixelbook Go is one of our favorite traditional laptop designs. Every aspect of the design has been considered, from a quiet and close magnetic damp to a high quality 1080p camera, which is so important in our current environment. Fortunately, if you're willing to spend a bit
more, Google offers premium Pixelbook Go options that go up to the Core i7 with 16GB of RAM and 256GB of storage – although we recommend sticking with the Core i5 version, which is generous for 8GB of RAM and 128GB of storage. Although the pixelbook Go isn't 2-in-1, it's a powerful, high-end cover Chromebook
with a great magnesium sheath. Source: Android Central bottom line: If you want the absolute best screen you can get a chromebook, you know it's got to be Samsung. Samsung Galaxy Chromebook is not only beautiful, but it is also powerful, with 10. Gen i5 processor and 256 GB SSD storage. It's a super-thin, fanless
laptop with an i5, so just keep in mind this laptop will get hot during a longer session. Display size: 13.3-inch 3840x2160px (4K) AMOLED touchscreen | CPU: 10th Gen Intel Core i5 | RAM: 8GB | Memory: 256GB | Battery life: 8 hours | Ports: 2x USB-C, microSD, audio combo jack | Weight: 2.29 lbs | Colors: Fiesta Red or
Mercury Grey | Other features: Project Athena certified, backlit keyboard, fingerprint sensor, fanless, built-in stylus, front and rear camera, 45W charger | Auto Update Expiration date: June 2028 Best screen chromebook Super thin and beautifully built-in stylus sketches No fan means it gets hot No configurations, just a
color choice for Meh battery life Chromebooks with 4K screens is still a relatively small and elite group, and if you want a 4K Chromebook that is actually light enough to carry around all day without a blow all month rentals , Samsung's newest and largest Chromebook is available to you. The Galaxy Chromebook has a
4K screen, a 10th generation i5 processor, 8GB of RAM, and a 256GB SSD. It's a brass ring, folks. As a Project Athena Chromebook, it's powerful and secure, offering a fingerprint sensor in the upper right corner of the keyboard and Chrome OS sandboxed system apps. The Galaxy also has a built-in, pressure-sensitive
pen that's similar to what we find in the note series, and it's 2-in-1 so you can turn it into a drawing tablet or prop it into a bed for a movie marathon. The only downside to your Galaxy Chromebook— regardless of this price tag — is that its thin profile means that the bottom of your Chromebook can warm up during an
intense session. The battery is also a little lower than we'd expect, but Google and Samsung are working on some optimization to help bring it back to the 8 hours we expect from the Chromebook. Regardless of whether find the latest specifications for your job or movies, it gives you both. Source: Ara Wagoner/Android
Central Bottom line: If you want a big screen for less, Acer offers up an underrated Chromebook with an i3 processor and lots of storage and a 15-inch touchscreen without breaking the bank. This is a Chromebook that's done to get things done, especially with the hard-card keyboard, to enter tags and other numbers.
Display size: 15.6-inch 1920x1080px IPS (optional touchscreen) | CPU: Intel Pentium 4417U / Intel Core i3 / i5 | RAM: 4-16GB | Storage: 32-128GB | Battery life: 10 hours | Ports: 1x USB-, 2x USB-C, microSD, audio combo jack | Weight: 4.3 lbs | Colors: Grey | Other features: Full size keyboard with numpad, 720p
webcam, 45W charger | Auto Update Expiration: June 2025 Affordable Power Keyboard with number pad Big touchscreen Screen is a bit dim Design is boring Although the Acer Chromebook 715 is only good in some areas – the screen is sufficient but not stellar, speakers are tinny at times – it adds up to a reliable
option if you want a big screen but not a great price. There aren't many 15-inch Chromebooks in this price range these days – and even less with touchscreens – so that helps the overall unimposing 715 stand out in the rather crowded Chromebook lineup that Acer keeps cranking out. Touchscreen for a clamshell laptop
may seem redundth, but I'm happy it's here. Fold the flat hinges here is durable enough that although you can open it with one hand, I almost always took precautions in using two. I am grateful for this rigour; the lid wouldn't flop flat or slam shut when I pick it off my lap like some 2-in-1s do. The battery is like they say,
beauty lies, and the power underneath a modest aluminum chassis is what should be facing you in the Acer 715. Intel i3 is a powerful processor that's perfect for professionals and power users. I wish it was paired with 8GB of RAM, but 4GB is enough in my limited time with my review model so far. Like the Lenovo
C340-15, the 715 comes with a Numpad on its keyboard, another benefit for number crunchers and teachers with dozens of grades to enter. There is still a more powerful configuration available, but given the exorbitant asking price, I don't think 16GB of RAM is worth it. The standard i5/4GB/128GB model offers extra
storage for downloaded videos/apps while still powerful enough to do its job, and it's a price performer. Build quality is solid for the powerful but understated Acer Chromebook 715, which makes it a great office job, but a bit great for travel. The beauty of the Chromebook market is that there are so many options to choose
from. If you want something special for transferability and battery life, there are plenty of great choices. Also, if you do not plan to move it from the table and would like a big, beautiful and a lot of CPU power to bring it back up, up, there are plenty of options for you, too. Our top pick is the Lenovo Flex 5 Chromebook,
which hits all the right markets when it comes to laptops, including build quality, performance, battery life, and longevity, all at a very fair price. The only problem with Flex 5 was that it has been selling out very quickly over the past few months – but the offer seems to have stabilized – and that it's not an 8GB ram option
for those who are more demanding on their system. If you want an 8GB Chromebook that looks fabulous and won't break the bank, grab an Acer Chromebook Spin 713 that will work you a little more money but comes with a brighter 2K screen 3:2 aspect ratio. As a Project Athena Chromebook, Spin 713 is powerful
enough for gaming and running virtualization software like Parallels. Not everyone will need it, but if you do, it's one to beat. The Lenovo Chromebook Duet is a great fixture, but the Acer Chromebook Spin 311 is a good 11.6-inch Chromebook for students and light work. Chromebooks can only be attracted to students
and mercenaries. Still, there truly is a Chromebook for all these days, whether you're just browsing email and social media or getting down and messy with Linux apps and coding IDEs. While there are many great Chromebook manufacturers out there, the Lenovo and ASUS models seem to go harder and longer than
competition, although Samsung, Dell, and HP can make some pretty premium Chromebooks when they put their minds to it. The chromebook chooses slightly different from that of a Windows or Mac laptop, thanks to chrome's standardized cloud-oriented nature. Because Google controls the appearance and update
schedule of the software for each Chromebook model, the Chromebook built by Lenovo must work in the same way as a Chromebook from Dell or Samsung. So what does that mean? This means that you can focus a little less on those key specs and focus more on what you want to do with the machine you choose.
This process may seem a little out of order, but believe me on this one: Get one with a touchscreen – 2-in-1 if you can touchscreens can be a luxury for other laptop systems, but for Chromebooks, I believe it's a requirement. Chrome OS touch optimization gets better every month, and since most Android apps on your
Chromebook can be installed with Google Play, optimized for touch, treat yourself to a touchscreen model! Touchscreen models aren't usually as expensive on Chromebooks in 2019— many Chromebook models didn't even worry about non-touchscreen versions these days — but if you see a Chromebook that says it's
not touch, go away and don't look back. It's a beautiful thing to be able to touch on the screen when scrolling through Amazon, and after playing on the touchscreen, you never go go using the mouse. That touchscreen comes even handier than 2-in-1s, the best type factor I've seen in Chromebooks yet. Being able to
support your Chromebook in tent mode film, or fold it flat into Tablet mode for some bed browsing while down with the flu is amazing, but having a 360 degree hinge is excellent for everyday productivity, too. You can bend the chromebook back to more angles by working in awkwardly lit offices with strange light glare or
supporting your lap at the ballgame because you don't forget these quarterly spending reports that were due tomorrow and refuse to skip the game on it. Decide on other features that you want Chrome OS to be almost completely the same on each device from a software point of view, which means that exit hardware
features become extremely important, and specifying which of these features you want or want to use on your machine can help you narrow the field and guide you to your flawless Chromebook. As mentioned above, you'll want a touchscreen Chromebook – 2-in-1 if you can swing it – but if you tend to do a lot of movie
viewing, you can have a high quality screen, or loud, front-facing speakers. If you want to be more productive with many open tabs and multiple window screens, you might want a 3:2 display that's more responsive to split test and more powerful processor/memory configuration. Productivity-minded users also have to
pay a special mind to port configurations to their potential Chromebooks as USB-C begins to replace most other ports over premium Chromebooks such as the Pixelbook, while more grounded models keep USB-A ports around alongside new USB-C pay ports. Families with younger children or travelers who are prone to
slip, leak, and accident – might want to look for more and more Chromebooks with military-grade MIL-STD 810G strength or leak-resistant keyboards. Choose chromebooks of different sizes of size, but they tend to be 4 sizes in total: 11.6-inch models are portable and accessible. In smaller sizes, their screens may look
good even if they are less than 1080p at local resolution – although screen resolution is processed a little differently in Chrome OS; we'll get into that a little later. Depending on the oblique gold on the screen, the 11.6-inch Chromebook can either have full-size keys or slightly shrunken keys, although most manufacturers
use full-size keys in 11.6-inch models. 12.3-12.5-inch models are becoming more and more popular, especially with removable and 2-in-1s such as hp chromebook x2, Microsoft Surface Pro line and Google Pixel slate. These models often have a 3:2 aspect ratio, which makes them more useful for split-test windows,
multitasking and sketch/photography programs. Still, with thin sloping salts and proper they can be almost as and manageable as 13-inch laptops with 7-9-hour battery life. If you need to display your text with a larger font – and yes, Chrome OS has a separate font scale regardless of display zoom – the 14-inch model is
your best bet for a productive Chromebook that doesn't strain your eyes, especially since most 14-inch models start at 1080p. 15.6-inch models have made tables and dining room tables. I love to refer to these tables as LINOs – Laptops only – because while you can shove them into larger laptop backpacks on vacation,
these Chromebooks are not on circles and tray tables, they are made in a standard office environment where they usually live in peace. These larger laptops are great for productivity because you can see more at one time, but they tend to have shorter battery life and more weight, which keeps them from pulling it every
day. Typically, the larger the size of your Chromebook, the more you can fit into the screen, but it will be less portable and shorter in battery life. The smaller it is, the less heavy and (usually) cheaper it will be. However, smaller models may also suffer from lower-resolution screens, although chrome OS display zoom and
font corrections can slightly offset this. Memory and memory – what do you really need? RAM – Random Access Memory – is critical for spec computers of all sizes and shapes, from phones and tablets to desktops and laptops. It is used by the computer processor(s) to keep current tabs, apps and commands, clicks, and
actions that make your Chromebook work. So how much RAM do I need? 4 GB of RAM on your Chromebook is good today. 8 GB is better, and high-end Chromebooks can have 16 GB or more, while 4 GB of RAM is more than enough to run Chrome OS with a couple of apps and a dozen Chrome tabs. If you're a long-
time Windows user or a long-time computer user of any kind – looking at storage on most Chromebooks seems confusing at first because it's not going to sound like enough. Chrome OS is based on cloud storage — Google Drive is directly integrated into the Files app — but local storage is still essential, for example, for
Android apps from Google Play, offline documents, and downloaded music/movies for these terrible wi-fi flights. You can also extend storage on many Chromebooks using an SD or microSD card, but you can't get your local storage right. 32 GB of storage is active, but I recommend going with a model with at least 64 GB
of storage. Finding 128 GB or more is usually reserved for a premium Chromebook with heftier price tags, while 64 GB Chromebooks are quite widely available and offer more than enough memory for some Drive offline sync and some exceptional entertainment. Always check the validity Chrome OS is developed,
managed and updated by Google for all but Google doesn't want to be stuck supporting every random budget chipset and driving out forever, so every Chromebook has a shelf life and expiration date just like milk in your fridge! This is auto update expiration and can be found for each model on this handy excellent
support page that I have bookmarked because I am a freak and you should check often while you're shopping for Chromebooks. Now your Chromebook won't turn the pumpkin into its AUE date — assuming the Chromebook lasts three to six years to that date — but it stops receiving these system updates every four to
six weeks on your Chromebook, containing bug fixes, security patches, and new features. If your Chromebook still works politely, you're a champ, and with a wee bit of know-how, you can reformat it to run one of a dozen Linux distros instead. This means that four to six years is a long time for any laptop and chances are
yours will be getting a long tooth until then, but right now when shopping, always check the AUE to see how long your Chromebook will receive updates. Some Chromebooks have shorter service life than others if they're built on the same platform as the previous Chromebook— the AUE is based on a hardware platform
rather than a separate model, which is also why many Chromebook dates have the same AUE dates — so you'll always want to check before buying, even if the model itself is brand new. What is Chrome OS? Chromebooks run Chrome OS, a Google-managed version of Chrome OS, free Linux distribution that is open
source, easy and web-oriented. Chrome OS doesn't allow you to install regular applications and programs the way you would on Windows computers; Instead, Chromebooks use web applications, Android applications installed and managed through Google Play, and Linux apps that are gradually spreading to more and
more Chromebook models. Chrome OS's greatest strength lies in easy stability and reliability. For computers with specs that just support other operating systems, Chrome OS works properly and often great, which means that lower end laptops, Chromebooks rule! This means Chrome can use the most powerful
components available — from the latest multi-core processors to 4K displays — to create a super-smooth, super-powered premium experience. Chrome OS is designed largely for education and enterprise, which means that the system is hard-to-break, easy to manage – all updates are processed in the background of
the system itself – and wonderfully secure, with a lucrative generosity of the program, including a huge steady generosity for anyone who finds ways to compromise Chrome OS in its extra-locked-down Guest Mode. Short OS is an easy, high-security system that is great for users with any level of technical know-how.
Chromebooks can be easily kids use and powerful enough bigshot entrepreneurs, which means they're great for anyone that doesn't need system-specific high intensity programs like video editors, CAD rendering, and computer gaming – and even it's coming to the Chromebook soon with Stadia. For students and
younger users in general - you'll want to look for a rugged machine of portable size. 11.6-inch Chromebooks 10-inch Chromebooks dominate space and have slightly older/lower specifications to help offset their robust requirements and cut their necks. You should check out our full rundown of the best Chromebooks for
students in our favorites. This new model improves on the C213 in almost every way: the secondary camera is in better condition, the rugged body is a little thinner, and the performance and battery still rock solid. Two USB-And USB-C ports, a rugged casing, and a keyboard that can withstand 12 ounces of fluid, and
configurations available in 8GB of RAM or 64GB of storage make for a pricier Chromebook, but one that is built to last. As a budget-minded Chromebook, the latest spin 311 version may be light ports, but the MediaTek processor provides truly all-day battery life while still has enough power for learning to work and
slacking off. For younger users who consume more content than you type, this Removable Chromebook tablet is great for watching videos, drawing art apps, and kids' typing in Chrome OS before they start using the usual Chromebooks at school. When priorities are directly available and you choose the chromebook
that's right for you, you can enter a new world of light, secure computing with the parogenic productivity of chrome and Android apps on Google Play. Welcome to the club, and enjoy! Credits - a team that worked on this guide to Ara Wagoner themed phones and pokes YouTube Music with a stick. When she's not writing
for help and how-to's, she works around Walt Disney World with a Chromebook. You can follow her on Twitter @arawagco. If you see him without headphones, RUN. We can earn commission on purchases using our links. To learn more. More.
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